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Name Adam  Lampton

Email alampton@stonehill.edu

Department VPA

Which grant are you applying for? Classroom Innovation Grant

Amount requested 1000+

If your project involves human subjects,
have you discussed your project with the
Director of Academic Development?

Not applicable

Project Proposal (500-750 words) -- Please include a 1) title, 2) a project description, 3) a discussion of the
benefit to the Stonehill community, and 4) your "community outreach plan"). See full requirements at:
http://www.stonehill.edu/offices-services/ctl/grants/grant-application-guidelines/.

“Photography as We Know It”

As Part of the Fall 2015 course, VPS312a (“Contemporary Photographic Practice: Iphones Selfies and Instagram”)
students will be using technology they are in most cases already familiar with (smartphones and social media) to
create innovative artistic projects. The use of contemporary consumer technology will be framed as another tool
for artistic expression as opposed to an easy way to make images. Photographic and video assignments will be
contextualized within contemporary critical theory and students will be expected to understand their work as,
not simply another example of modern photo technology, but a comment on it. 
I will be supplementing some of the equipment that students have with accessories (such as lenses for Iphones
and microphones for tablets). They will be able to use this equipment during the course to explore different
(more professional) ways of using readily available technology. My request for $1000 in support would
supplement the following elements of the scheduled course:

An exploration of another future direction of digital photography through the purchase of a small drone
equipped with a camera
Additional small purchases of photo accessories (because these often change design with models and brands of
the particular device- I would like to have a wide array of choices for the students). 
A thematic semester-end exhibition of the work in Cushing Martin or another appropriate location on campus or
potentially online. (The costs associated with this would be, printing, framing, and potentially reserving a
website URL).

Benefits:
The quickly evolving landscape of photo technology, while it suggests universal access and an easily attainable
professionalism, actually requires even more rigor and creativity in order to stand out from the crowd. While
technologies like drone photography, POV sports photography, social media and time lapse photography have all
recently become readily available to everyone, the products of these technologies look increasingly
homogenous. If my job as a photography teacher [in part] is to teach students how to use the tools at their
disposal more effectively and more creatively, then I would not be fulfilling my mission by not addressing how
99% of the world makes photographic images .

Community Outreach:
A planned year-end exhibit of the work created in class with accompanying essays about how the work
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comments upon contemporary photography and it’s impact on today’ society.

Budget (detail how you will use the funds
requested)

Budget:
Camera enabled Drone (quadcopter) 1,000+ 
Various Iphone, Smartphone and tablet accessories $400 
Exhibition costs ($500)

Total $1900+ (to be supplemented by departmental budget- but
since much of this is a pilot to see if such an approach would work
in the future- we do not have the space in the budget to simply pay
for all of this).

Bibliography (required for SOTL Research
Grant)

Syllabus (optional) -- can also be emailed
as an attachment to Stephanie DesRosiers
(sdesrosiers@stonehill.edu)
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